Offering the Powerful Learning Environment
Students Deserve—and One a Small Staff
Can Optimize
For Jacksonville University meeting students’ educational needs is fundamental to their
mission and core to their success. University leaders realized that to attract and retain
students, they must offer the premier educational experience expected of a prestigious
university.
Therefore, Jacksonville University’s leaders sought an educational technology platform
that would span all university departments and all learning modalities. They needed a
robust platform that offered flexibility, ease of use, and integration with other campus
technology systems—while being straightforward enough for their small team to support
reasonably and effectively.

Selecting One Seamless User Experience
Jacksonville’s leaders selected Blackboard more than two decades ago for the breadth,
depth, and integration of its products that collectively create a seamless education
ecosystem for their faculty, staff, and students.
For students and faculty, this seamless integration makes using the technology easy to
learn and adopt. All the tools have the same look and feel and are tightly interconnected,
which makes moving from one Blackboard product to another simple and often transparent
to the user. For the university, the ability to partner with just one company rather than
piecemealing multiple solutions saves time and minimizes their administrative burden.
“Blackboard offers us all the pieces we need to complete the education technology
puzzle—and they all fit perfectly together out of the box.”
– Dee Thornton, Jacksonville’s Director of Academic Technology.
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Location: Jacksonville, Florida
Named an America’s Best College
in the south for more than 10
consecutive years by U.S &
News World Reports.
Students: 4,200 undergraduate
and graduate students
Blackboard Products:
Blackboard Learn
Blackboard Collaborate
Blackboard Connect
Blackboard Data
Blackboard IT Help Desk

Teaching, Learning, and Working Remotely
Jacksonville realized the true value of having a cohesive education technology platform
when the full force of the Covid-19 pandemic hit. Thornton and her team relied entirely
on Blackboard products to enable faculty and students to transition from in-person to
remote learning.
Together, Blackboard Learn and Blackboard Collaborate empowered faculty and students to:
Access course content and instruction with continuity
Engage remotely in meaningful ways
Manage both in-person and online environments, and switch modalities as needed

While most of Jacksonville’s faculty were already well-versed in using the Blackboard
platform, some were newer to it and required training. “Even those that had been previously
reluctant to use Collaborate picked it up quickly,” said Thornton. “The seamlessness and
consistency of how Learn, Collaborate, and the mobile app work together makes them so
easy for students and faculty to use.”
Jacksonville identified innovative ways to utilize Blackboard Learn and Blackboard
Collaborate in other university communications as well. Jacksonville University’s President
used Blackboard Collaborate to host informative town halls during the pandemic, providing
transparency and accessibility for students, faculty, parents, and staff. The university also
uses Blackboard Collaborate for additional engagement opportunities, such as live streaming
workshops and events, and departments have created private organizations using Blackboard
to facilitate the collaboration that they would otherwise miss with restricted face-to-face
interactions.
“When I show faculty how seamlessly Collaborate and Learn integrate together, they
understand immediately why we chose this solution. The Blackboard tools are powerful on their own, but when combined, they are remarkable.”
– Dee Thornton, Jacksonville’s Director of Academic Technology.

Simplifying Support
For Thornton and her team, delivering to these diverse user groups timely and impactful
support is crucial. They work to ensure training, resources, and assistance is accessible.
Plus, they leverage Blackboard’s Help Desk service to give faculty and students the aroundthe-clock guidance needed, relieving much of the burden on the university’s internal support
department.
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Looking Forward: A Deeper Level of Quality,
Flexible Course Offerings
While the full impact of Covid-19 on education is still unclear, for Jacksonville’s leaders,
there are a few undeniable takeaways:
Highly flexible learning models are here to stay
The bar for online course quality has been raised
All courses must meet their high-quality digital standards

As university structures being to normalize, Thornton and her team have their priorities
set. They are re-focusing on their transition to Learn Ultra, Blackboard’s newest version
of its learning management system. Many faculty members like Dr. Sandra Brown have
already made the move. Brown shares that “Learn Ultra is intuitive, better organized,
much more visually appealing, and most importantly—easier to use.”
The team will also be working to strengthen course content quality, including evaluating
the accessibility of course content using Blackboard Ally. Finally, they will take an increased
focus on using data and metrics to drive educational improvement.

The Flexibility and Partnership to Meet Unique Institutional Needs
Overall, having the flexibility to personalize the Blackboard platform to meet Jacksonville’s
unique needs along with the support of a trusted corporate partner is Blackboard’s greatest
advantage according to Thornton.
“Blackboard offers us an amazing suite of products that just work. Plus—and possibly
more importantly—we have trust in our Blackboard team and confidence that
Blackboard is not only here today, but will be here tomorrow.”
– Dee Thornton, Jacksonville’s Director of Academic Technology.
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